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CCMC hosted Models



SPASE-like Metadata at the CCMC 

• Metadata on models:

• Collecting SPASE-like metadata on models is part of the CCMC model onboarding 
procedures.

• The CCMC model catalog online is based on such metadata

• Metadata on model runs:

• Starting around 2020, the CCMC has defined a pipeline to generate and store 
SPASE-like metadata on each Run-On-Request (ROR) run.  

• As of 2023, we have collected more than 5K ROR runs metadata 

• Such info would be very helpful to design and build the next ROR system with 
increased transparency and redundancy checking 

• The more info we have and know about each run, the easier it is for us to 
build and improve our simulation services which can extend to the 
visualization services as well

https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/model-onboarding/
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/?statuses=Production&statuses=Result+Only


SPASE 2.6.0

• SPASE Metadata model version 2.6.0 was released on 
08/03/2023
• The ‘Simulation’ extension is officially adopted into 

the base model starting with version 2.6.0
• Suggested changes that have been incorporated by 

the SPASE group from the CCMC:
•Add ‘Empirical’ as a ModelType
•Renamed ‘SimulationModel’ to just ‘Model’, 

‘SimuationRun’ to ‘ModelRun’, etc.  
•Add ‘AccessInformationOptional’ under ‘Model’ 



Adding SPASE descriptions into the official registry

• Using the SPASE Metadata Editor, we generated a sets of SPASE 
descriptions in a few category:

• Model: 

• spase://CCMC/Model/InternationalReferenceIonosphere/2016

• Service:

• spase://CCMC/Service/RunsOnRequest

• spase://CCMC/Service/InstantRun

• Software:

• spase://CCMC/Software/Kamodo

• They are all incorporated into the official SPASE registry under the 
CCMC naming authority: https://hpde.io/CCMC/index.html

https://xmleditor.spase-utilities.org/
https://hpde.io/CCMC/Model/InternationalReferenceIonosphere/2016.html
https://hpde.io/CCMC/Service/RunsOnRequest.html
https://hpde.io/CCMC/Service/InstantRun.html
https://hpde.io/CCMC/Software/Kamodo.html
https://hpde.io/CCMC/index.html


What’s next?

• Added all CCMC developed software with a description in SPASE
• Open Question to the SPASE group: Should it be under ‘Software’ or ‘service’ 

for web applications



What’s next?

• Add SPASE description on other CCMC services

• Online visualization 

• iSWA HAPI server

• If every group that has implemented their own HAPI server would provide 
a SPASE description as part of the step, potentially users can use SPASE to 
easily search and see what they can access via the HAPI standard

• Questions: 

• How do users know what they can obtain via HAPI standards now 
other than ‘word of mouth’?  

• Should the HAPI standard be described in SPASE or any API/data 
access standards be described in SPASE?  Would that be useful?  If so, 
what category should it be under?

• Add SPASE descriptions on CCMC hosted models 



Open Questions on ‘Model’ Metadata

• How to description run output?
• Current SPASE model provides NumericalOutput and DisplayOutput as two 

options for describing run output files.  For a given model run, there could be 
hundreds of files and having a SPASE description for each of the file will not be 
useful and hard to implement/maintain

• Smaller sub-group to think about the purpose of describing run output and what 
would be most useful to users.  What do users want to see as metadata for a 
given run?  How would they use such metadata?

• DOI generation:
• When and what should DOI be generated?  For all ‘model’, ‘software, ‘modelrun’, 

and ‘service’?

• How to handle version changes?  What is some use cases that make sense?



Our observations/Suggestions

• There is a steep learning curve on the SPASE metadata model for new 
users
• Should brainstorm on how to help users to generate SPASE descriptions

• Improve website with how-to?  Provide complete example on each category in SPASE? 
• Add web form and contacts for people to ask questions?  Offer 1 on 1 help if needed?  
• Organized hackathon with target user groups to generate SPASE descriptions for that group? 

• It does take time to make meaning descriptions instead of bare bone 
descriptions.  The bare bone descriptions are not useful.  
• Open question:  should the data model mark more fields as ‘required’ instead of 

making them optional?

• For naming authorities (NA), set up a way for groups in charge of their 
NA to push and request merge of SPASE descriptions in their repository

• In general, add automation as much as possible in the process of 
submitting and accepting SPASE descriptions from folks



Our Observations/Suggestions

• From the end user perspective, folks need to see that providing SPASE 
descriptions are useful for the community

• Easy to use online search interface should be build to harvest the 
SPASE metadata that would let any user to find and locate data, 
software, services, catalogs, etc. with URL(s)/access method(s) to 
get to them

• Provide ‘how-to’ with examples on searching and using the SPASE 
metadata
• Different user groups might have different use cases but an 

end-to-end example/workflow for each user group would be 
valuable

• Set up ways to collect feedback from users periodically to see 
what can be done and build to make the SPASE metadata registry 
more useful

• Follow the KISS (Keep it Simple, Stupid) principle 


